1- “BLOOMING GIANTS”

A tropical paradise of striking foliage inspired by John
Medwedeff’s sculpture “Bloom” greets visitors at the entrance
to Wade Hall.The bronze piece mimics the opening of new
leaves, like the banana plants and elephant ears surrounding
the bench. The plants here grow large and create a cozy corner
for guests to relax in.
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2 - “TIMELESS MEMORIES”

Steeped in the history of Monticello College, Fountain Court
evokes feelings of repose and continuity from the past to the
present. The decorative planters that surround the 100-year-old
J.L. Mott fountain complement the 19th century architecture of
the college’s historic Main Complex.

3 - “GROWING KNOWLEDGE”

Most of the plants growing in this edible garden were started
in Lewis and Clark’s greenhouse and installed by College for
Life gardening students. Inspired by Giuseppe Arcimboldo’s
“Vertumnus,” the veggies, edible flowers and herbs demonstrate
that vegetable gardens can be beautiful as well as functional.

4 - “WARHOL’S WALL”

This vertical garden is one of the most thematically potent
designs in this year’s show, reminiscent of the pop art that rose
to fame in the 1960s… think Marilyn Monroe and Campbell’s
soup cans! The wall has been “painted” with coleus, begonias,
torenia and other shade loving plants. All gardens are works of
art in our eyes, but this one is a star!
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5 - “POWERFUL POLKA DOTS”

You want loud? You want audacious? Look no further! The artist
Yayoi Kusama creates art on canvas as well as whole rooms
for people to immerse themselves in an experience. Bold, bright
colors, as well as polka dots, are signatures often seen in her
work. Each plant was chosen for its unique characteristics,
many with distinctive variegation, or spots – like the vinca
planted on our large polka dots!

6 - “THE ARTIST’S PALETTE”

“Paint your path” is the message Graphic Design student and
muralist Avalon Eales inscribed on her interactive mural. In the
Commons, the “paint” is provided. Each cluster of containers
displays a different color of the rainbow. Like our college
students who work, learn and chart their courses, the painter’s
palette contains the potential for all visual works, yet to be
realized.

7 - “RIVERS OF REFLECTION”

We’ve had a lot of fun taking inspiration from bold, modern
artists, but there will always be the timeless classics… like
Claude Monet. The highlights of this garden are groups
of plantings based on Monet’s waterlily series. Lily pads
and blooms are represented with heuchera, marigolds and
geraniums. Water and its reflections are expressed in silver,
blue, white and purple foliage and blooms. These garden beds
offer different perspectives on the same concept and although
different are, at once, cohesive.
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